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Executive Summary
The City of Springfield, Massachusetts is experiencing industry closings and job
loss. Mayor Robert Marlcel has initiated many economic development programs in an
attempt to bring industry and jobs to Springfield. The Manager of the Springfield Water
Department, John Lyons' task is to identify how the high quality and quantity of water in
Springfield can be used to attract industry. This study researches how water can be used
to develop the local economy.
The study team concludes that plentiful, clean water alone cannot attract industry
in most cases. Water is one, among many factors, influencing industry location. The
City of Springfield can market quality water to attract water intensive industries. But,
there are other significant factors important to the location of industry which Springfield
must consider. These include transportation, taxes, quality of life, labor, space, utilities,
and housing. This study begins to investigate how Springfield's excellent water systern
can encourage industrial development and help' the City overcome the other factors which
could otherwise limit economic development
The three primary issues relevant to industrial water use are the quantity of water,
the quality of the water, and the adequacy of sewage treatment The City of Springfield is
unique because of its excellence in all three areas. The!abundant quantity of water is due
to the relatively low demand for water in the Westfield River basin. The quality of the
water is excellent because of the wide no build buffer zones around the reservoirs. These
zones strictly limit potential for pollution of the reservoirs. Furthermore, Springfield
does not allow any public access around the reservoirs.
Springfield is in a position to utilize this natural resource because water is now
vital for a select number of industries, and will become! decisive for more industries by
the turn of the century. Water is still taken for granted by many, but in the Southwest
water is more scarce and its resource value has gradually increased. Additionally, many
reservoirs and aquifers throughout the country are polluted and unusable. increasing the
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demand for quality water. As the United States continues to grow. demand for water will
increase, There will be areas where water will be rationed and will also become
significantly more expensive. Localized water supply constraints are forcing industries to
recycle to cut costs. Springfield can draw significant quantities from their water supply
without any environmental impacts. A marketing strategy that includes water can target
industries that match Springfield's attractions.
Springfield wants to use water to attra.ct industries and expand and diversify its
industrial economy. Its success depends on the degree to which the benefits provided by
the water and sewer systems outweigh the inherent disadvantages of locating in an older
Northeastern industrial city. As water becomes an increasingly important location factor.
Springfield must establish and protect itself as one of the locations providing plentiful
and high quality water in the twenty-first century. Springfield's success depends on
attracting new industrial and commercial enterprises which will help financially support
the water and sewer systems now and in the future.
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Section I: Introduction
The availability of water for manufacturing has long been taken for granted. This
is changing. Manufacturers in the Southwest and Great Plains are spending more and
more money to ensure a steady water supply. Industries that once drilled wells when not
on a municipal water line, now run into regulatory problems. In Florida, this is
exacerbated by recent problems with land subsidence, when too much water is withdrawn
from underground aquifers. Water in the Mississippi River is polluted to the extent that
industries are discharging wastewater that is cleaner than their intake. Along the coasts
ground water quality is being degraded by salt water intrusion. This concern has been
expressed for some time in government circles:
The second national assessment by the Water Resources
Council has concluded that in practically all of the country's
21 water regions shortages or water quality problems will
occur by the year 2000. (Kollar, 1980: 4).
In the future the quality and quantity of water available to manufacturers will be
increasingly important I
The City of Springfield has an abundant supply of quality water. The Mayor of
I
Springfield. Robert Markel. 'along with John Lyons. the Manager of the Water
Department, believe that this critical resource can be used as a tool to attract industries to
the City. The report assesses whether in fact water quality and quantity can be used for
economic development This is achieved by researching industries that are dependent
upon water as a major site location factor.
The introduction introduces the goals and objectives of the report, and the method
by which these objectives are met Included in this section is an introduction to other key
location factors that industries traditionally look for when choosing a plant location.
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A. Misrion
The City of Springfield and Mayor Robert Markel are committed to actively
pursuing economic development and the creation of manufacturing jobs for Springfield.
The Springfield Water Department is attempting to attract industries that can take
advantage of Springfield's plentiful water supplly. This study begins to evaluate how the
city's water quality and quantity can be used to attract industries and to advance economic
development
B. Objectives
The mission includes the following objectives
• Demonstrate how water quality and quantity leanbe used as an economic
development tool.
• Describe Springfield's water system and policies .
• Compare Springfield water rates with other water suppliers.
• Demonstrate how the presence of inexpensive water can be a key factor in the
site location process.
• Establish criteria to evaluate water intensive industries potential with
Springfield
• Identify water intensive industries that meet established criteria.
.• Suggest how to promote Springfield to such industries.
• Consider how to retain water intensive industries now located in Springfield.
• Discuss the potential impacts of State regula.tions.
• Identify the potential impacts of locating identified industries in Springfield.
• Identify funding strategies to cover anticipated capital expenditures.
C. Location Factors
Industries consider many different factors in determining where to site a facility.
Some of the most common factors are: availability and cost of industrial space. local and
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state regulations, transportation networks, tax incentives, environment, quality of life,
labor market, electric utilities, worker's compensation, affordable housing, raw material
availability, product market, and water and sewer capacity. Water capacity is just one of
a number of site location factors. This study focuses on water quality and quantity as a
critical determining factor that is often overlooked and underutilized. The following
method explains the process of using water capacity as an economic development tool.
D. Method
The method used to evaluate water capacity as an economic development tool is
outlined on the flow chart in Figure 1. Data obtained from the City of Springfield's
Water Department was analyzed. From this information goals and objectives were
developed. The resulting criteria were used in the research stage of the study.
The research stage began with the identification of industries that use large
amounts of water. The Standard Industrial Classification Code (1990), the Water
Encyclopedia (1990). and the Census of Manufacturing (1982, 1987) provided the base
data used to narrow the focus of study. This revealed. the need to look at industries that
require quality water, since these are often not the same industries as those that need a
large supply of water.
From a general look at water-intensive and water-dependent industries, the study
looked at specific industries that represent a potential match with Springfield's industrial
needs and location factors. Obtaining these results required a preliminary assessment of
Springfield's other site location strengths and weaknesses.
Next we assessed the impact of locating the identified industries in Springfield.
The assessment included the potential impact and limitations of the regulatory
environment on water intensive industrial development. This research resulted in
recommendations for the City of Springfield to ensure that abundant quality water can be
used for economic development now and in the future.
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Figure 1: ProcessRow Chan.
SpriDl!field 1992
High Water Quality and Quantity
Sewage Capacity
=Original data from the
Springfield Water Dept.
-Goals and Objectives
Water Users:::?::t~{} On Host City.:.:::::;::.· Re2Ulatory Implications
l.ta.lI~!llal~~f~~i~irj
Broadened Econemle Base
-Tax Dollars
-Better J10bs
-Competetive Advantage
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Section U. Springfield's 'iVater System
The City of Springfield has an abundant supply of inexpensive, quality water.
This is largely due to the visionary design of the water supply and distribution system and
by the quality craftsmanship of the system. The water system has been well-maintained
I
over the years by the Springfield Water Department. In addition to the quality and
I
quantity of water, Springfie~d owns and operates a state-of-the-art wastewater treatment
facility. This chapter briefly discusses the Springfield water system.
A. Defcription of Authority, Service Area turd Distribution Sydem
The Springfield Water Department manages the water resources for the City of
Springfield. In addition, the Water Department sells water to the communities of
Westfield, West Springfield, Southwick, Agawam, Longmeadow, East Longmeadow and
Ludlow. The Town of West Springfield will utilize their own water distribution system
beginning in 1993. The communities of Wilbraham and Chicopee currently use their
own water supplies, but they have depended upon Springfield's water supply in the past,
and may again in the future. The Town of South Hadley has also recently expressed
interest in utilizing Springfield's water.
The current water consumption for all of the communities now being served (less
West Springfield) is 41.4 million gallons per day (rngd). Springfield uses 29.9 mgd or
72.2 percent of the total water consumed. Figure 2 shows the current consumption of the
Springfield system. Agawam currently uses 73 percent, Longmeadow uses 5.8 percent,
East Longmeadow uses 3.9 percent, Westfield uses 3.6 percent, Southwick uses 1.2
percent, and Ludlow uses 6.0 percent of the total.
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Figure 2: Water Distribution
Springfield Watelr Distribution
Ludlow (6.0%)
Westfield (3.6%)
East Longmeadow (3.9%)
Longmeadow (5.8%)
Southwick (1.2%) I
rAgawam (7.3%)
Springfield (722%)
Source: Water Resources Commission
This water is supplied by four reservoirs. The Borden Brook, Cobble Mountain.
Littleville, and Ludlow reservoirs as shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows the location of
the reservoirs in the Westfield Water Basin as defined by the Water Resources
Commission of the State of Massachusetts.
The Cobble Mountain water system was designed by Allen Hazen in 1928. Until
this time, water was suppliedl solely from the Ludlow reservoir built in 1872. The
Littleville and Borden Brook reservoirs feed into the Cobble Mountain reservoir. The
Littleville Reservoir has a capacity of 3.08 billion gallons. This reservoir has a 48 inch
conduit which empties into the Cobble Mountain Reservoir. The Littleville Reservoir is
not currently in use. The reservoir is ready to be used, however regulatory problems
could hamper its efficient use. The Borden Brook reservoir has a capacity of 2.5 billion
Fall 1992
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gallons and feeds directly into Cobble Mountain Reservoir with a capacity of 22.5 billion
gallons.
A diversion tunnel channels the water into the Little River which feeds a power
station owned by the City of Springfield. The power station is leased to Western
Massachusetts Electric Company. The water is then transmitted to the West Parish
I
Filters, where two filtering systems are locatedl. Three parallel mains carry the water to
I
the Provin Mountain Reserv6ir where the water is stored and distributed into a sixty inch
conduit, a forty-two inch conduit and a fifty-four inch conduit Water is also distributed
to the City of Springfield frdm the Ludlow Reservoir which has capacity of 2.2 billion
gallons.
The Evaluation of the Water Transmission System Final Report by Camp,
Dresser & McKee describes Springfield's water distribution system as "characterized by a
'grid' network of mains which minimizes corrosion and increases hydraulic capacity"
(1m: 1-4). This distribution system provides an abundant and reliable supply of water
to the City of Springfield and the surrounding communities.
Springfield also has a superior quality and purity of water. This is largely due to
the location of the reservoirs in the sparsely populated. highly protected Westfield Water
Basin (see Figure 4). The Cobble Mountain Reservoir is located 20 miles from
Springfield in Blandford. The City owns 12,000 acres of land surrounding the reservoir
for water quality protection. IThe Cobble Mountain Reservoir feeds into the Little River
which was chosen by the engineer because of its reputation as being one of the cleanest
water sources in New England (Freeman. 1990). The reservoir itself is extre~ely deep
and therefore cool enough to inhibit bacterial growth. This quality is ensured through a
system of checkpoints and filters, so that contaminated water is easily detected and
contained.
In addition to the abundant water supply. Springfield has a state-of-the-art
I
wastewater treatment Plant.IThiS facility is located on Bondi Island in Agawam.
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Operated by the City of Springfield Department of Public Works, the Regional
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) handles residential and industrial waste from the
communities of Springfield, Agawam, Chicopee, East Longmeadow, Longmeadow,
Ludlow. West Springfield, and Wilbraham.
The average daily flow (adf) is 67 million gallons per day (mgd); its peak design
capacity is 180 mgd. The peak capacity includes storm water runoff for communities
with combined sewer systems. All wastewate:r up to 134 mgd is required to receive
primary and secondary treatment Excess wastewater up to ISO mgd is required to
receive primary treatment This facility is a great asset to the City'S economic
development, since it can handle industrial waste and is not yet near its capacity.
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Figure 3: The Springfielcll Water Distribllltion SJ,:stem
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Figure 4: Massachusetts River's Watershed Basins
RIVER BASINS FOR WATER HESOURCES PLANNING
AND INTERBASIN TRANSFEFt DETERMINATION
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B. Local Policy ReguliJtionsl and Rater and Comparr~ronwith OIMr Systems
The rules and regulations for service installation in Springfield are simple and
I
straight forward. No less than 3/4 inch copper tubing can be used for water service. The
cost of pipe installation and dieter installation is on a "cost plus basis" (City of
Springfield Water Department). which includes labor. equipment and overhead in
addition to the material. With the application for service a deposit of $750.00 is required
and the balance is billed or refunded.
Any repair work for service which is greater than fifteen years old is charged to
the owner. Any repair work for service less than fifteen years old is charged to the
Springfield Water Department This is significant for industries locating into older
buildings which may have insufficient service. Replacement costs are treated as new
service.
The City of Springfield uses a standard "flat rate" structure (DEP. 1989). A flat
rate structure charges the customer a fee based on the amount of water withdrawn. For
example. Springfield charges industries $36 per 100 cubic feet of water whether they use
100 gallons or 1 million gallons. All customers. regardless of how little water they use,
must pay a minimum charge between $60.00 and $8,300.00 annually. depending on the
size of their water line. The sewer rates are measured, based on the amount of water
which is withdrawn. The cost in Springfield for wastewater treatment is $1.15 per 100
cubic feet
A direct comparison of water rates is imprecise because of variations in the rate
structures. A comparison can be' made by using the average industrial monthly charges
for 100 cubic feet Springfield's industrial rates are significantly lower than other cities in
Massachusetts (See Figure 5). The City of Chicopee charges $.50 per 100 cubic feet of
water and poses the most competition to Springfield. Comparing Springfield to cities in
the United States of similar Metropolitan Statistical A.rea size shows that Springfield's
rates are among the lowest in the nation (See Figure 6),
Using Water for Local Economic Development
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Figure 5: Comparable Watf!r Rates of Cities in Massachusetts
IComparable Massachus~tts Cities
$2.00
$1.50
$1.00
s-.
& $0.50
e
Po. $0.00
Worcester Lawrence em[!!ater RaJ:~
Sou~~ Ernst and Young 1992Nadoaal Water and 'Wastewllil4!rRate Survey
Figure 6: Comparable Water Rates of Cities in the United States.
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Section III: Assessment of Key Location Factors in Springfield
This chapter addresses significant factors relevant for industries looking at
Springfield as a relocation site. Although this study focuses on water and sewer issues.
other key factors are equally important in the final site location decision. Analysis of
these factors is important to assess which industries an: suitable for Springfield at this
time, and where Springfield must focus its attention for further economic development in
the future.
A. Why locate in Springfield? The BenefiU
Springfield is located in the Pioneer Valley two hours west of Boston and three
hours north of New York. This area has a rich agricultural, industrial and cultural history.
What once made Springfield an important city and transportation nexus still exists. The
opportunities for industry in Springfield are abundant The following are a few of the
most important site location factors that make Springfield a very good city for industrial
development
1. Water and Sewer Capacity
Recently, water and sewer have become more critical in the site location process.
The previous chapter described the advantages of Springfield's water and sewer systems.
2. Transportation
Springfield is located at the intersection of Interstate 90 and Interstate 9l.
Railroad connections to Boston and New York are easily accessible from most of the
City's target industrial sites (see below). Bradley International Airport is half an hour
from downtown Springfield. Westover Air Force Base, located five minutes from
downtown, provides air freight and some passenger service.
Using Water for Local Economic Development
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3. Tax Incentives
The City of Springfield has made a commitment to encourage economic
development and is willing to negotiate with potential industries.
4. Quality of Life
For many industries quality of life issues such as municipal services are
important Hospitals, firefighters and police are ample in Springfield. Furthermore
Springfield has theater, a civic center, art museums.Iibraries. a symphony, the Basketball
Hall of Fame. and other cultural resources. The post-secondary education system in the
Springfield area is exemplary. It includes nationally respected colleges and universities.
such as the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, Smith College, Amherst College,
and Mount Holyoke College. Springfield Technical Community College is willing to set
up special classes to train workers for specific industrial tasks. Western New England
College and American International College offer career advancement degree courses at a
reasonable cost
5. Labor Market
Springfield has a large and well-educated available labor force. The success of
retraining of workers has been a hallmark of the area
6. Raw Material
Although Springfield does not have large quantities of raw materials like wood or
petroleum, the City is located near some major raw food producers. Hadley has a large
production and distribution of cucumbers and potatoes and is located only twenty-five
minutes from Springfield. Cape Cod is famous for its cranberries and is located only
Using Water for Local Economic Development
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three hours away. Springfield's state-of-the-art recycling facility provides raw materials
for conversion to other products.
7. Product Market
Since Springfield is located centrally in New England, there is a large and diverse
product market
7. Land Costs
Industrial land is competitively priced in Springfield. The price per acre for
industrial land in Springfield ranges from S35~000-100.000 (Mullin. 1991).
8. IndusbialSpace
Springfield is a fully developed city. but there is a supply of underutilized
industrially zoned land and buildings. Additionally. there are numerous acres of land that
currently need environmental clean-up per Chapter 21E of Massachusetts Environmental
Protection Amendments. but that could be used for large industries. At this time, the City
is focusing industrial development efforts on the following sites.
a. Liberty Street Industrial Area
This site is centrally located on 6.5 acres with all active rail road line (Boston &
Main) on southern side. The location is half an hour to Westover and Bradley
airports. and is easily accessible to Intestates 91, 90 and 291. The site is
surrounded by residential, industrial and commercial districts, and is currently
zoned Business A: Industrial District This flat site is paved, fenced and has
lighting, and is therefore easily buildable for light industry or distribution (Mullin,
1991a).
b. Cottage Street
The Cottage Street site is located on 53 acres at the intersection of Memorial
Drive and Cottage Street. It is in close proximity to the railroad; 20 minutes to
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Westover Air Force Base; 25 minutes to Bradley International Airport; and 10
minutes to Interstate 290. The site is near Roosevelt Avenue and Cottage Street
Industrial areas. The site is open and easily developable, Although this location
was previously a Municipal Dump. it has been compacted, capped and resealed.
It is zoned I-IA for commercial and industrial uses. According to a Center for
Economic Development report (1991b), this site is appropriate for heavy
manufacturing like tool & dye making. job shops. paper manufacturing, or
plastics and polymers.
c. Smith and Wesson
The Smith & Wesson property is 136-ac:re tract of land on Roosevelt Avenue,
near Interstate 291. The arms manufacturer does not use the entire site. leaving 65
acres of undeveloped industrial land. The land is zoned Industrial Park and is
readily-developable.
d. Remord
The Rexnord site is located directly opposite Smith & Wesson. With the departure
of Rexnord, the 34-acre site will be available in the near future. The land is zoned
Industrial Park. An industrial building is available, but may be cleared to suit the
needs of a new business. The site has rail access.
e. Springfield Plaza
This is a 48-acre site located behind the popular shopping center. There is no rail,
but has access to St. James Avenue, approximately five minutes from Interstate
291. The site borders residential and commercial uses. It is zoned Commercial A.
For these reasons, it may not be a suitable heavy industry.
f. Old Rifle Range (Springfield and Chicopee)
The Rifle Range is located on Fuller Road off Interstate 291 at the border of
Chicopee and Springfield. The site is vacant at the present time. There "are no
utility or rail services leading to the site. The cost for water improvements, along
with a strategy for preparing the site, is presented in Section VI.
Using Water for Local Economic Development
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B. Drawbacks for Further Economic Development
1. Regulations
Generally, Massachusetts has strict environmental regulations that increase initial
industrial clean-up costs, but that have proven economically efficient for industries in the
long run. An example of this is the recycling of water.
2. Eleetrie Utilities
New England is one of the highest electricity cost regions in the nation. Western
Massachusetts Electric Company, a subsidiary of Northeast Utilities, has the eighteenth
highest industrial electric prices in the country (Energy User News). 1992. However they
are willing to negotiate rates with prospective industries under the Economic
Development Rider Program. This utility will also work with industries to help set up
grants from the state.
3. Worker's Compensation
Massachusetts has the fourth highest worker's compensation rate in the nation.
4. Affordable Housing
The City of Springfield has a large volume of housing. However, the housing
stock affordable to residents whose income is at or below the median income level is
lacking in quality and quantity.
The above assessment of Springfield's location factors shows that this city is a
place where certain industries can prosper. This report does not' focus on these other key
factors, but they should be kept in mind as we identify water intensive industries in the
next section.
Using Water for Local EconomicDevelopment
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Section IV: Industries that Use Large Quantities of Water
This section examines industries that use large quantities of water. The Standard
Industrial Classification Code classifies Paper and allied products, Chemical and allied
products, Metals, and Petroleum and allied products as:water intensive industries.
According to the Statistical Abstract/or the United States (1987), these industries make
up 3 percent of the nation's manufacturers, yet they USC~90 percent of the water used in
the manufacturing processes (See Figure 7). In Massachusetts these industries consist of
2 peroent of the manufacturing, 28 percent of the labor force, and 91 percent of all
industrial water use. Although food and allied products do not use near the quantities of
water used by these other industries, they are also assessed in this section since the use of
water is critical to their production.
Figure 7: Top four water using industries use 90.9% of the total amount of water
used in manufacturing.
IConsumption of Top F?Ur Water Users I
9.1%
~910.9%
,- Top Four Industries - 01
1
.h.ers l
Source: The Water Encyclopedia
This section introduces the top water using industries, summarizes how they use
water, and looks at other plant siting factors. From this initial information, this report
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examines whether or not there is a fit between these industries and Springfield to
ascertain whether they should be looked at in further detail,
A. Paper and Allied Products
Paper and allied products make up one the four largest water-using manufacturing
sectors. It is also the seventh largest industry in the United States. In New England.
alone, 75 paper producers and converters took in over :20million gallons of water per day
in 1982.
Within this broad category. there are a number of industries with a large presence
in Massachusetts. In 1987. each of the following manufacturing groups each had at least
150 employees. They are:
-Paper Mills
=Serup Paperboard Boxes
=Corrugated and Solid Fiber Boxes
=Fiber Cans. Drums and Similar Products
-Sanitary Food Containers
-Folding Paperboard Boxes
Some Massachusetts mills are among the leading mills nationally. Products made
at these mills include: uncoated free sheet; bleached bristols, excluding cotton; cotton
fiber paper and thin papers; specialty industrial papers; and fiber cans. tubes and similar
products. The following table shows the product; the Massachusetts percentage of the
national value of shipments; and the state's nat.ional rank for the product
Using Wate ••fo••Local Economic Development
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Figure 8: Paper and Allied Products by Percentage of National Value of Shipments
and by Massachusetts Rank
Prodl!£l % of National Mass. Rank
Uncoated Free Sheet 1.3% 10
Bleached Bristols ... 8.7% 1
Cotton Fiber Paper ..• 32% 1
Specialty Industrial Papers 25.2% 1
Fiber Cans, Tubes & Similar 2.8% 11
There is a wide disparity among the amount of water used in different paper
manufacturing procedures. Pulp and paper mills, for example, use 130,047 gallons per
ton of paper. But paper conversion processes use just 6,584 gallons per ton. (van der
Leeden, et al., 1990)
Trends in the industry indicate that specialty niche products will be in demand in
the near future. The manufacture of these products, such as fine stationary, use more
water than standard conversion processes.
Another key trend is the recycling of newsprint stock. So-called de-inking
facilities have been sited in remote areas, making transportation of the wastepaper a
major cost of operation. There is good reason to believe a recycler would be interested in
siting closer to the waste source. Springfield could be such a location. Using wastepaper
collected in Springfield and in other close metropolitan areas, the City could make a
competitive offer to a recycling company.
B. Food and Beverages
The Food and allied products industry is not one of the four heaviest water using
categories. but some products classified within this code rely heavily on water in the
manufacturing process.
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Water is used for cooling with many products that are "heat packed": the product
is packaged while hot, then cooled with water. Since water must be cool, less recycled
water is used than new water. In other products, water is one of the main ingredients.
This is the case with many popular carbonated and non-carbonated beverages.
In 1982, there were 62 New England food and beverage manufacturers, each
using over 20 million gallons per year.
In Massachusetts, some major food and beverage product categories have a strong
employment presence. Those with over ISOemployees by category include:
=Canned Fruits & Vegetables
-Pickles, Sauces & Salad Dressing
-Frozen Specialties
-Breads, Cakes & Related Foods
-Cookies & Crackers
=Dlstilled & Blended Liquors
-Bonled and Canned Soft Drinks
=Flavoring Extracts & Syrups
-Fresh/Frozen Prepared Fish and Seafood
-Roasted Coffee
-Potato Chips & Similar Snacks
=Macaroni & Spaghetti
Massachusetts is highly competitive in six of these product areas. These are:
canned fruits; frozen dinners. beef. pork and poultry pies and nationality foods; non-
carbonated soft drinks. prepared fresh fish; frozen fish; and chips. The Massachusetts
percentage of the national value of shipments, along with significant state rank nationally
are given in Figure 9:
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Figure 9: Food and Beverage Products by Percentage of National Value of
Shipments and by Massachusetts Rank
Product % of Natiol!al Mass. Rank
Canned Fruits 1.8% 3
Frozen Dinners 2.37% 4
Non-Carbonated Drinks 7.2% 5
Prepared Fresh Fish 14% N.A.
Frozen Fish 26.5% 1
Chips 1.5% N.A.
Two factors further refine this list of products: 1) the water intake necessary for
different production processes. and 2) the trends in the market
~ with a high water intake include canned fruits. which use 225 gallons per
case (case 24-303 cans). and frozen fruits and vegetables which use 11.2 gallons per
pound of frozen product
Market trends have focused on two major areas: the "salty snack" foods and the
non-carbonated drinks. There is intense competition in salty snacks. where chips products
are included. The Frito-Lay line. which dominated the field. is seeing its market share
erode. A Massachusetts manufacturer is part of the competition. Non-carbonated soft
drinks have been gaining market share at the expense of carbonated brands. such as colas
and ginger ales.
Given that Massachusetts is a significant host state to food and beverage
manufacturers. Springfield can offer such a company the competitive water advantage.
Site selectors for food and beverage companies often choose a region in which to locate
first The particular municipality comes second. At this second step. Springfield could
have an edge over other Massachusetts cities and towns because of the water factor.
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Section V. looks more closely at non-carbonated beverages and salty snacks, since they
are growth industries. Breweries are also consiidered in the next section.
C. Chemicah and Allied Products
The chemical and allied products industry (SIC # 28) consists of the following
sub-industries: industrial inorganic chemicals; plastics materials and synthetics; drugs,
soaps, cleaners, and toilet goods; paints and allied products; industrial organic chemicals;
agriculltural chemicals; and other miscellaneous products. Generally, the chemical
industry is made up of large-scale companies that manufacture multiple chemical and/or
allied products. Most companies have numerous plants that are located near the natural
resources required for the manufacture of the end-product
This industry uses large amounts of water in the production of chemicals and
chemical products. The average amount of water used per chemical or allied product
establishment in 1983, was 7,323 million gallons according to the U.S. Department of
Commerce, Statistical Abstract/or the United Slates (1987). This source also notes that
1.315 chemical and allied establishments each reported a water intake of at least 20
million gallons in this same year. This resulted in a total water intake of 9,630 billion
gallons of water, 3,401 billion gallons of which was direct intake and 6,229 billion
gallons of which was recycled water. Almost half of the gross water used in this industry
is recycled. The amount of water discharged in 1983 was 2,980 billion of which 67
percent went untreated.
The large quantities of water used by the chemical industry are taken from ground
and surface wa!Cr, from private reservoirs or wells, or purchased from municipalities.
The largest amount of water is used in the cooling process, Since cooling water does not
make contact with the product, it does not need to be of high quality and can also be
recycled after cooling. The water used in the chemical process is treated, since the
quality needed to wash the chemicals is critical. Water is also used for cleaning
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discharged air in scrubbers and for sanitary, plant maintenance and grounds keeping
purposes.
Although more current statistics on the:water use of the chemical industry are not
available. the chemical industry still depends on quality water to manufacture products.
This industry has significantly increased the use of recycled water. while relying on less
consumption due to modem cost- and conservation-efficient techniques and approaches.
Federal regulations also require that these industries treat their discharged water more
thoroughly than in previous years.
This industry generally looks at traditional site location factors. Although
abundant quality water is an important locational factor for this industry, other factors are
more important at this time. Some of these critical factors are large land acreage, and
inexpensive energy and labor costs. These factors may limit Springfield as an ideal
location to some extent. but one of the largest chemical industries in the United States
(Monsanto) has had a plant located in Springfield since 1938. The manufacture of
chemical products such as paints. detergents. plastics, and pharmaceuticals should be
looked at more closely, but it is important to recognize: that the success of these industries
is largely based on marketing and recognition of product name (Standard & Poor's,
1992:C 40). Therefore. it is crucial to first look at the chemical industry that already
exists in Springfield and ensure its retention. Section V looks more closely at Monsanto,
one of Springfield's most critical economic assets.
D. Metal Products
The Standard Industrial Classification Code identifies metal manufacturing in two
categories. Primary metals consists of the manufacturing of metal from the raw material.
Fabricated metal industries manufacture products from pre-made or recycled metal.
Three types of metal products exist: ferrous, non-ferrous, and ferroalloys. Ferrous metals
are metals like steel which are derived directly from iron. Non-ferrous metals are metals
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derived from other sources, such as aluminum and copper, Ferroalloys are iron-based
metals that are cleaned of "undesired elements, such as oxygen and sulfur" (Standard &
Poor's, 1992:M99).
Only primary metal manufacturers use large amounts of water. Water is used
throughout the process of producing metal. Water is used to cool the molten metal, and
for specific tasks required to make the various types of metal. For example a tin mill uses
water to cool and treat the tin. First, steel is heated and run through a double cold
reduction mill which hardens and strengthens the steel to make it into tin. The chrome
plating process runs the steel through a cleaning tank using water to clean the sheets of
steel. The steering rolls run the steel through a pickle tank. which is a solution of water
and other chemicals. The steel is rinsed with water and anodes of chrome are applied.
The post treatment process uses water to rinse the tin of excess chemicals and anodes and
washes the tin for final distribution.
This is one example of how the metal industry uses water. The average primary
metal industrial site withdraws approximately 8 mgd (van der Leeden, 1990: Table 5-36).
Primary metal facilities use over 20 mgd, however 12 million of the these gallons are
recycled. The largest demand of primary metal facilities is energy required to melt the
raw material. Primary metal manufacturing facilities do not need to be located near the
natural resources which are required to produce metal, but access to cheap electricity and
fossil fuel are important in siting a primary metal facility.
Primary metal plants require large sites, access to rail transportation and minimal
pollution controls. The air and water pollution released from a primary metal facility can
be significant Due to the small sites in Springfield and the high cost of electricity in
Massachusetts it would be unrealistic to try to attract a primary metal industry. In
contrast, the fabricated industries use significantly lower amounts of electricity, do not
require large sites, and use less than 250,000 gallons per day.
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The primary metal industries that warrant further investigation are:
-Mini-Mill Steel Production
=Fabricated Structural Metal
-Sheet Metal Work
=Prefabricated Metal Buildings and Components
-Bolts, Nuts. Screws. Rivets. and Washers
-Iron and Steel and Nonferrous Forgings
The primary metal facilities in Springfield are some of the larger water users. Smith and
Wesson. Tite Rex Inc .• and Easco Hand Tools are among the top six water users in
Springfield (Springfield Water Department). We will further examine whether a scrap
metal mini-mill recycling facility would be feasible for Springfield
E. Petroleum
Census data indicates that the petroleum industry is one of the heaviest consumers
of water nationwide. This industry may consume a lot of water on a nationwide basis
simply because the industry as a whole encompasses such a substantial part of total
national manufacturing output. The census classification "petroleum" includes many sub
industries. including production of lubricants and greases. synthetic rubber, plastics and
other polymers. and asphalt and paving materials.
Research suggests that only petroleum refining uses significant quantities of
water. Refineries are large facilities which could not reasonably locate in Springfield
because the City lacks a deep water port. and because such a facility would require more
land than is available at the currently vacant sites. Massachusetts does not now have any
petroleum refineries. The state environmental regulatory agencies are not geared up to
review the siting of such a facility. Regulatory delays would hamper any attempt to site a
petroleum refinery, making this an economically unattracti ve prospect
The degree to which petroleum related manufacturing uses water depends on the
degree to which water is a constituent part of the product, or the degree which water is
used for Cooling. The five categories of petroleum related industries other than refining
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do not use large amounts of water. Water is not a large component of lubricants.
hydraulic fluids and greases. Lubricants are not mixed with water. In fact. the principal
effectiveness of lubricants stems from their water resistance.
Polymers are petroleum derived long chain organic molecules. For the most part.
polymerization is a non-aqueous process. Emulsion polymerization reportedly uses a lot
of water. but the use of recycled water may significantly reduce water consumption.
Water soluble polymer products such as stamp glue ("polyvinyl acetate") may use
significant quantities of water. This may warrant further future investigation.
The injection molding plastics industry uses water to cool the molds used to shape
the products. However. cooling water does not have to very clean. and can be recycled
easily. significantly diminishing necessary water consumption. One local plastic parts
manufacturer uses only 100.000 gpd. The operation could use much less water if on site
recycling apparatus were used
Plastic container recycling may use a lot of water to wash and rinse containers.
but the companies contacted declined to disclose production related information. This
industry may warrant further inquiry in future studies.
Overall. Springfield's abundance of quality water does not appear to be a decisive
factor which could attract petroleum industries to the City. Further investigation may
prove that firms which produce stamp glue, or firms which use injection molding would
be attracted to a city like Springfield which has an abundant supply of water.
F. Implications: Wure To Go From Here
This section reveals that relying on water-use statistics alone is not an effective
way of revealing whether or not water quantity and quality can be used as an economic
development tooL This is because other factors are equally, if not more important than
water. For instance, small industrially zoned sites and high electricity costs make it
difficult to locate primary metal industries in Springfield. But, locating a metal mini-mill
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may be feasible. Attracting a petroleum refinery is even more unlikely, since Springfield
does not have a deep water port. Nor does Springfield have enough industrial land to
attract another chemical plant the size of Monsanto, therefore it is critical that the City
ensure the retention of this water intensive industry.
At this time, water quality is more of an issue: than quantity. Industries that use
water in the manufacturing process, rather than for cooling. are more dependent upon a
clean and reliable source of water. Therefore, food and beverage industries. and the
paper recycling industry are assessed in more detail in! the next chapter.
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Section V: Industries for Springfield
Based on information gathered in the previous section. this section looks at
industries that may prove a satisfactory match with what Springfield offers and seeks.
These industries rely more heavily on the quality and inexpensiveness of water rather
than sheer quantity. This section also looks at more creative options that would not be
identified by looking at the Standard Industrial Classification code.
A. Paper Recycling
The paper industry has long been a major part of the Western Massachusetts
economic base. Paper and allied products are one of the four largest groups of water
using industries nationwide. These combined factors merit a close look as to what types
of paper industries could be promoted in Springfield.
According to a previous Center for Economic Development report. there is a trend
in Western Massachusetts toward enterprises which convert paper into products rather
than companies which actually manufacture paper (Armstrong. 1991). Environmental
concerns and other regulatory influences are major constraints in the development of new
paper producers (i.e. pulp mills).
The recent demand for recycled paper products" such as newsprint, corrugated and
mixed papers, warrants the research of siting a paper producer in Springfield. Despite
regulatory concerns. there is a demand for recycled product producers and a desire to site
these plants near the resource (the recycling centers).
Recyclers secure contractual agreements for the:recycled paper well before
actually opening a plant This is done in order to ensure a supply for manufacture.
Because the Northeast is one of the nation's more urban regions, there are many sources
of newsprint to be recycled. Pending the newsprint agreements, Springfield's location, as
well as the water factor are incentives for such a plant to site in the city;
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Paper recyclers use water to break down the fibers of the old papers, then treat the
pulp with a water solution that converts it into new papc:r units. The new units are also
cooled using water. One major issue is the amount of sludge created as a byproduct of
the recycling process. This has been seen as a drawback nationwide, but the Holyoke
Sewage Treatment plant readily accepts the waste from Sonoco Products, a paper
recycling company.
B. "Weight-Gaining" Products
1. Non-Carbonated Beverages
Non-carbonated drinks have become a major competitor in the beverage market.
The market shares of carbonated drinks for Coca-Cola, PepsiCo. and Dr. Pepper have
declined in recent years. Locally, Springfield's Country Club soda plant has closed.
Meanwhile, juice drink makers such as Veryfine and Ocean Spray are becoming
increasingly popular.
This is good news for Massachusetts, where mautlYof the nation's larger juice and
juice blend companies are located. Massachusetts ranks fifth nationally in value of
shipments, behind California, Florida, New Jersey and Texas (Census of Manufacturers,
1987). Although some companies prefer a location close to the raw material, in this case
a fruit or vegetable, this is not always the case. Many manufacturers ship a concentrate to
a processing plant. where most of the water is used.
The manufacturing process requires a large supply of high-quality water. Water is
used in four primary ways: as an ingredient; as a cooling agent; for boiling; and as a
cleaner. Often, the beverages are heat-packed. Heat packing is the process by which the
product is packaged while hot, then cooled with water. There is wide disparity in the
total amount of water needed for these processes. This is because much of the water is
recycled.
I
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Water is a major site selection factor in the non-carbonated market Both the
quantity and quality of the water at a site is evaluated. The higher the quality, the less the
need for treatment equipment This includes everything from replacement filters to
expensive treatment devices.
The importance of water as a site location factor varies among companies. In-
depth analysis of a municipal water supply may not be:undertaken unless pushed for by
some party. Springfield should take an assertive role by highlighting the water factor.
According to local water departments in Massachusetts, non-carbonated beverage
manufacturers use large quantities of water. The companies also describe their water as
high in quality. But it does always not come cheap, Middleton, Mass. charges $2.47 per
100 cubic feet of water for their heavy beverage manufacturer, Ocean Spray. Littleton
charges $1.97 per 100 cubic feet of water to Veryfine. This is a flat "non-residential"
charge. In Chicopee, the cost is just $.50 per 100 cubic feet of water. This is subject to
change pending the city's future supply relationship with the Massachusetts Water
Resources Authority (MWRA). By 1998, MWRA may increase wholesale charges which
may dramatically affect the cost of Chicopee's water.
Springfield's competitive advantage in siting non-carbonated beverage companies
relies on the quality, quantity and cost of water. Maintaining or improving the present
standards will be a positive incentive to these manufacturers.
2. Breweries
"Beer has been part of the social fabric of cultures around the world for thousands
of years. Even today, beer ranks as the third most popular beverage in the world next to
water and tea" (Beverage Dynamics, 1992: 40). In 1960 there was an all time low
(including the Prohibition years) of only 34 breweries in the United States, yet since the
late 1970's, 350 micobreweries and brewpubs have opened around the country (ibid.).
Although microbreweries and brewpubs are a popular new industry, particularly in urban
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areas, the five largest breweries in the United States made up 92. 8 percent of market
share in 1991. Of the five largest breweries, Anheuser-Busch makes up 45.6 percent of
the market share (Modern Brewery Age, 1991:8).
Anheuser-Busch produces the most beer in the world with twelve breweries
throughout the United States, and a thirteenth under construction in Cartersville, GA.
When asked whether water is a primary site location factor, a representative from
Anheuser-Busch stated that since water is a primary ingredient it is one of the factors
considered by the Corporation.
Water is the third primary Ingredient in beer along with malt and hops. The
mineral content of water makes a difference in the brewing process, since hard water
produces a better ale and soft water produces a better lager (Beverage Dynamics, 1992).
Water is used in brewing process. Water is also used in the cooling and cleaning
processes. The amount of water used is largely dependent on the size of the brewery.
Water quality is important to smaller breweries, but larger facilities treat any substandard
incoming water. Ultimately, water quality is more important for marketing purposes than
for the actual product in the larger breweries.
During 1991 beer sales were down due to the recession, increased federal excise
taxes and a resurgence of moderation. In the long run this will not affect the largest
breweries, but some of the smaller breweries, micro breweries and brew pubs may be
affected. In terms of economic development. the City of Springfield would benefit most
by attracting a major brewery plant This would create more high paying jobs. It is
unlikely that Springfield would attract Anheuser-Busch. since plants are already located
in New Hampshire, New York. and New Jersey. Furthermore, the plants are located on
sites ranging from '07 to 1.700 acres which Springfield cannot accommodate. Springfield
may be able to attract a microbrewery, but extensive market research would need to be
conducted to make sure that there is a large enough local market niche.
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3. Salty Snacks
Eagle Snacks, Inc, was the fastest growing U.S. company in the salted snack
industry in 1991. They are part of the food products operation of Anheuser-Busch Inc.,
and own Cape Cod Potato Chips Company in Hyannis, MA. According to Anheuser-
Busch's Annual Report, Cape Cod potato chips are the best-selling brand in New England
(1991: 28). Cape Cod Potato Chip Company sells kettlle-cooked potato chips in a variety
of flavors, .gourmet white cheddar cheese popcorn and all-natural popcorn.
This facility is 3,000 square feet, and employs 130 persons. The plant takes in
10-12,000 gallons of water per day for processing the salty snacks and an additional
2,000 gallons per day for cleaning and sanitary uses. This facility receives its water from
the municipality, but incurs expenses by trucking away all discharge. The company also
trucks in all of its potatoes from Maine. Despite these transportation costs, Cape Cod
Potato Chips is doing well, and expects to do better in the future.
The City of Springfield should consider the salty snack industry. Based on the
success of Cape Cod potato chips, Springfield has enough land, labor, and municipal
water. Additionally. Springfield's sewage treatment plant could easily handle the
discharge of a salty snack: facility at a lower cost. Springfield is located at a
transportation nexus which would make distribution easy. Finally. Springfield is located
just twenty minutes from Hadley, MA. where a large potato distribution center is located.
4. Hydroponics
Hydroponics is the technology of growing vegetables in water without soil. The
water is specially fertilized, and the vegetables can be grown all year in greenhouses.
Hydroponic industries recycle the water to reuse the fertilizer, and therefore use less than
1,000 gallons per day. Quantity is not as important to grow hydroponic vegetables but
quality is very important Hydroponic industries require water that is low in chlorine.
Aquaculture and hydroponic industries are often combined. The fish waste is carried into
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the vegetable troughs and fertilizes the plants. The water is then recirculated back into
the "fish fann".
s. Aquaculture
Aquaculture is a new technology of fish breeding. Fish are raised in controlled
environments to regulate their size and number and are then sold to fish markets and
restaurants. "Fish farms" can grow both salt water and fresh water fish. They are more
popular in the South because the warm weather allows the farms to use human-made
outdoor ponds. In the North indoor tanks are needed.
Two aquaculture procedures are used in the North. These are flow through
culture and recirculating fish culture. The recirculating culture filters and treats the
recycled water and therefore can control the temperature. A recirculating fish culture
facility uses approximately 170,000 gallons per day, most of which is recycled.
The flow through culture is used with cool water fish. The fish live in troughs,
where water flows through to carry the fish waste into the sewer. Row through culture
facilities use approximately one to four million gallons per day, and discharge 100% of
that amount into the sewage or septic system.
Aquaculture is a prospering new industry, along with hydroponics. These two
industries make it is possible for fresh fish and vegetables to be purchased cheaply in the
inner city. Self-sustaining cities may seem an idealistic concept, but they may be the
wave of the future. Although these industries do not directly employ a large number of
people, the siting of them in Springfield would have larger economic benefits. including
indirect jobs in the marketing and distributing of fish and vegetables. The industry would
benefit from having a local and international market and an inexpensive and reliable
source of quality water.
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C. Retention of Current Industries: Monsanto ChelrJricalCo.
Since 1938, Monsanto's Indian Orchard facilities have been an integral part of the
Springfield economy. Monsanto is the fifth largest chemical manufacturer in the United
States according to Standard & Poor's Industry Surveys (1992). This multinational
company manufactures inorganic chemicals, organic chemicals, plastics. resins.
manufactured synthetics, and agricultural chemicals. The plastics and resins
manufactured at the Indian Orchard facility are:critical to the production of consumer
products such as automotive safety glass and architectural glass, adhesive labeling
applications, chewing gum base, automotive primers, and industrial and appliance
finishes.
The Indian Orchard facility is located on 328 acres along the Chicopee River.
According to the company's annual, the Indian Orchard facility employs approximately
I,3SO people, including 9SO in manufacturing, and 32$ in research and development
Nationwide 29,000 persons are employed by Monsanto, with 16,000 persons employed
internationally. The company is involved in numerous safety, environmental and
community activities.
Most importantly for this study, Monsanto is by far the largest water user in
Springfield. In fiscal year 1990, Monsanto's water in..take was 3,221,780,300 gallons,
(8.8 mgd) according to the Springfield Water Department, This facility has always used
the Springfield municipal water supply without any supply problems. Furthermore. the
high quality products manufactured at this plant require washing with high quality water.
In addition to using water to wash products, 3 to 5 mgd for cooling. and approximately 1
mgdare used in scrubbers to reduce contaminants released into the air. The water used in
the cooling process is discharged into the Chicopee River. In the near future. Mass
Power will use this wastewater to cogenerate 240 megawatts of power and steam to run
turbines. The water used in the wash process and in scrubbers is treated and then
discharged into the sewer system.
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Edward S. Jamro, the Environmental Control Superintendent at Monsanto. noted
that one of Springfield's largest industrial site location incentives is the treatment plant.
which the Company helped to fund in 1970. Like most industries that use water in the
manufacturing process. Monsanto treats water before and after use. Nevertheless. their
costs are significantly reduced due to the quality of inexpensive municipal water. and to
the superior sewage treatment plant in Springfield. Springfield also gains in this
transaction. By working to retain the Indian Orchard Facility. Springfield retains revenue
necessary to support ~e excellence of their water system, and also retains the general
fiscal and economic development benefits which industries bring to cities.
D. Mellll Mini-Mills
Tons of scrap metal are deposited into junk yards every day. Massachusetts
exports a majority of the scrap metal that it creates. Could a scrap metal facility locate in
Springfield and- turn Massachusetts from an exporter of trash into an exporter of primary
metal? First. it is important to recognize the different types of metal. There are ferrous
metals. which are produced from iron and steel. and non-ferrous metals such as
aluminum and copper. In both cases the scrap needs to be melted. cooled. and treated.
The process for iron and steel scrap metal recycling takes place in a facility called
a mini-mill. The mini-mills take scrap metal products, melt them and reform the material
into new steel to be sold to fabricated metal manufacturers. Water is used in the cooling
and treating of the metal. Most of the water is recycled within the mini-mill. Water is
used to cool not only the metal but also the walls and roofs of the furnaces which melt the
metal.
The amount of water used by a scrap metal mini-mill is similar to other primary
metal facilities. The gross amount of water used by a typical mini-mill is 20.7 million
gallons per day. Of this. 12.4 million gallons per day is recycled water. so only 8.3
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million gallons per day is drawn from the water supplier, This is still a substantial
amount.
The major site location consideration for a scrap metal recycler or any primary
metal facility is the cost of energy to bum the furnaces" The second set of criteria is air
pollution regulations. The furnaces do not emit large amounts of pollution but are close
to air emissions thresholds. Thirdly. the marketmust indicate that there is a demand for
raw metal products. and a large availability of scrap metal. Water has not been a major
consideration for locating metal facilities.
In order for Springfield to attract a scrap metal mini-mill it would have to prove
an outstanding market for raw metal products. Since Springfield is located halfway
between Boston and New York, steel building material is heavily in demand.
Massachusetts exports large amounts of scrap metal. therefore the base material is
plentiful. The Springfield sewage treatment facility can handle the concentrated heavy
metal waste discharged by facilities which comply with federal pretreatment standards.
Springfield can also supply 8 million gallons per day of cheap water. The problem is for
a mini-mill to locate in Springfield, the treatment and supply of water plus the
Massachusetts I Northeast economy's demand for primary metal products must outweigh
the cost of the electricity necessary to run the furnaces ..
E. Biotechnology
Biotechnology refers to that part of the pharmaceutical industry which uses
genetic principles to develop new pharmaceutical products. Such firms tend to use
modest amounts of water. ranging from 1600 gpd to 750,OCYJ gpd, On the other hand,
water quality is a significant consideration for these firms. They must use water which is
absolutely pure, containing no extraneous ions, solids, or particulates. Biotech companies
always treat incoming water to remove any impurities, Particulate removal is the most
expensive part of their water treatment processes.
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This newly emerging industry is well represented in Massachusetts. Most of the
Massachusetts biotechnology firms are located in Cambridge and Worcester. These firms
have located there because of proximity to research institutions with well developed
biomedical research departments like MIT, Harvard, Tufts, and B.U. in metropolitan
Boston, and the University of Massachusetts Medical Center in Worcester. Researchers
benefit from access to their colleagues and to univessity libraries.
Representatives of biotechnology firms contacted in this study indicate that at this
time the single most important location factor is low cost real estate financing.
Biotechnology product development is heavily regulated by the Federal Food and Drug
Administration ("FDA If). The FDA approval process makes or breaks biotech
companies. This process consumes all available cash resources of this industry. The
ability of an expanding biotech company to save money in locating its facility helps them
survive the FDA approval process. Nevertheless, preliminary investigation suggests that
biotechnology is flourishing in Massachusetts. Genzyme, Inc. will soon occupy a new
200,000 square foot facility at the Massachusetts Turnpike exit in Allston, across the
Charles River from Harvard University. Six Cambridge biotechnology firms studied for
this report, including some of the largest in Massachusetts, lease their research and
development facilities. The Worcester biotechnology firms are clustered in a city
sponsored research park. BASF Corporation will soon open a separate 367,000 square
foot facility in that park. BASF alone is expected to use 75/J,ooo gpd of water.
Figure 10 shows assessed property valuations" annual property taxes, and water
usage in gallons per day. Biogen, Inc. uses approximately 132,000 gpd, far more water
than the other firms located in Cambridge on which information was gathered. Their
water usage is modest compared to the 0.75 mgd which BASF will use in Worcester. Of
the Cambridge firms examined, the Genetics Institute facility has the largest facility and
pays the City the most money in property taxes.
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Figure 10: A Sample or Massachusetts Biotechnology Firms
CONfAtfLl(MlE fBO.f£BTY ADDRESS AREA.. S fBOPEBlY VAlUE ANNUAL PROPERTY TAX BILL WATER USAQUgtJ1Qnu.eLda 1
Biotechnici Internattonal, Inc. 95 Bolton Street 112,100 $4,158,800 $118,109 1,852
Cambridge, MA
Genetics Institute 87 Bolton Street Not Available Not Available Not Available 2,886
Cambridge, MA
Genatlcs Inltltute 1 Alewlle Pllce 132,879 $17,100,000 $301,590 .,666
Cambridge, MA
Blo-Aad Laboratories 2J7 Putnam Avenue 58,952 $5,ltl2,500 $146,815 2,306
Cambridge, MA
Blogen, Inc. t4 Cambridge Center 60,624 19,230,000 $282,132 132,423
Cambridge, LfA
Oenzyme, Inc. 95·10' Binney Str.et 75,879 13,988,000 $113,285 10,138
Cambrtdge, LfA
BASF Worcester, MA 367,000 Not Available Not Avanable rso.ooo
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This research suggests that the combination of excellent quality water and a city
sponsored biotech park which helps minimize real estate development costs could attract
biotechnology firms to Springfield. Using water quality and state and locally sponsored
development incentives, Springfield could attract this emerging and not yet
geographically anchored industry.
F. SUIIU1UITJ: Most Promising Target Indlutlies
Paper recycling, non-carbonated beverages, salty snacks, hydroponics,
aquaculture, breweries, metal mini-mills and biotechnology are industries upon which
Springfield should focus its economic development efforts, To successfully attract and
retain any of these industries, Springfield must concentrate on keeping the water supply
inexpensive. pure. and available. At this time Springfield can satisfy the site location
factors required by the non-carbonated beverages, salty snacks, hydroponics, aquaculture.
and brewery industries. To attract the other industries. the City of Springfield must
concentrate on providing less expensive land. and guaranteeing lower utility rates.
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Section VI: Impact on Host City
Generally speaking, water dependent industries are large scale, significant
developments. The impacts from such a development range from increased service costs,
to an increase in property tax revenue. to a demand for skilled labor. Our focus is on the
impact related to water service, because these impacts are highly variable from industry
to industry.
A. Water Infrastructure
This section focuses on the handling capacity of industrial land in Springfield. As
stated earlier, these lands are targeted for economic development, Almost all of them are
well-suited to support a water-intensive industry. This information has been provided by
the Springfield Water Department Sufficient water service has been determined to be up
to 36.5 million gallons per year or 100,000 gallons per day. Funding strategies are
proposed for sites at which improvements will need to be made.
1. COllage Street Industrial Park
- The Cottage Street Industrial Park has sufficient water service. Currently the site
is vacant with space for one large industry or many srnaller businesses.
2. Uberty-Taylor Street Corridor
This corridor also has sufficient water service. Only a handful of small parcels are
available for development The largest of which is three acres. There is also space
available in some existing buildings.
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3. Smith & Wesson and Rexnord Sites
Each has sufficient water service. The Smith &: Wesson plant does not occupy the
entire site. There have been discussions as to the appropriate use of the excess land. A
compatible industrial use is one of the options. Rexnord is a modem industrial plant,
opposite Smith & Wesson, that is now nearly vacant
4. Springfield Plaza
The plaza also has sufficient water service. A shopping center is at one end of the
site and a large, vacant industrial parcel is at the back, across from a residential
neighborhood. The site is being considered for light and possibly heavy industrial use.
5. Rifle Range
Currently, there is no water service available at the Rifle Range, a large, vacant
tract of land near Interstate 291. Developers estimate a cost of $735,000 to adequately
service the site. This figure is broken down into two connections:
1) At East Street at Chicopee/Springfield Line
5000' I of 8" 0.1. Pipe $350,()(X)
2) Connection in Worcester St, at intersection of Cadwell Dr.
5000' I of 8" 0.1. Pipe S385,OOO
The Range is not serviced by rail. As many water-intensive industries utilize rail
transport, consideration must be given to servicing the site with a rail spur.
B. Funding Strategies for Capital Expenditures
In order to maintain Springfield's competitive advantage. it is necessary to plan
for high maintenance of these sites. It is also advisable to prepare sites currently not
serviced by utilities for future industrial use. This applies to the Rifle Range.
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Funding strategies include state public works grants and bonding. The water
department could also raise its rates to make the improvements.
1. Fiscal Strategy
The most efficient funding strategy is through capital improvements planning.
Raising of fees will lower Springfield's competitive water advantage, while capital
planning can smooth this cost over time. Capital planning is normally a process of
selling bonds to finance expensive projects. Capital planning also allows for systematic
application for state grants. The local planning !process normally facilitates the process of
acquiring intergovernmental grants. There are two ways to the Water Department can
organize future capital plans: through the city's Capitall Improvements Plan; or through
revenue bonding for capital improvements.
2. Springfield's CJ.P.
The Capital Improvements Plan is the city's five-year plan to make large ticket
expenditures. Typical C.I.P. projects fund new parks and school, community programs
and public works expenses. The latest version of the C.I.P. is nearing completion; it will
then be updated annually for a five-year period.
The application procedure is two-fold: a formal application to the C.I.P.
committee and a presentation to the same board. The committee then prioritizes the
projects and presents them to the Mayor for final approval.
Because of the city's low bond rating, it is likely that few programs will be funded
in the near future. As Water Department projects are long-term plans, it's ranking by the
committee could easily fall behind education or other more immediate and pressing
concerns.
A model application for funding the Rifle Range project is presented in Figure 11
in order to lay the groundwork for a future proposal.
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3. Revenue Bonding
Long term capital improvements to the Springfield water distribution system can
be financed by either general obligation bonds or revenue bonds. General obligation
bonds are issued and paid off out of the City's general tax revenues. The City uses the
money to support various municipal programs. The funds are not dedicated to specific
projects until after the bonds are issued. Revenue bonds: are issued by governmental
authorities would be paid off by water rates. The funds from revenue bonds are dedicated
to specific pre-defined projects. The authority is:a public corporation which is semi-
autonomous from the city government The authority supports itself by issuing bonds.
The bonds are paid from fees charged to water users.
The independence of a water authority from city government assures bond holders
that the various fiscal obligations of the city government will not interfere with the water
authority's ability to payoff the revenue bonds.
The interest rates which the city pays on general obligation bonds or which a
water authority pays on revenue bonds depends on the :ratings given to the bond issue by
Moody's Investors Service. The bond ratings are assigned based on the degree of
certainty provided to the bond holders that the bond issuer will payoff the bonds. The
bond ratings are determined according to the overall fiscal condition of the issuing city or
authority.
The fiscal condition of a municipality is influenced by a myriad of constantly
changing economic and political factors. The fiscal condition of a bond issuing authority
is determined exclusively by those functions which the authority controls. In the case of
a water authority. the bond rating and bond interest rate would be influenced exclusively
by the fiscal condition of the water supply and distribution system. The holders of
revenue bonds have a higher degree of certainty that the bonds will be repaid. This
certainty directly translates into a favorable bond rating and a lower interest rate burden
to the issuing authority. The overall soundness of the Springfield water system provides
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additional assurance that such a Springfield water authority would receive a favorable
bond rating and interest rate.
Once created. a water authority would purchase the water supply and distribution
system from the city. The purchase would be funded from bond revenues. This would
immediately provide the City with needed cash. and possibly on terms more favorable
than the city might receive by itself borrowing in the credit market or by issuing general
obligation bonds. The creation of a water authority could capitalize on the excellence of
the water system. insure the availability of funds necessary to make capital
improvements. and maintain the quality and reliability of that system.
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) ) )
Figure 11: elP Application
F1~lIre II: Sp r In~r l e ld I S Capital Impr ovement s Apllllc"llun
CAr !TAL IHPIOVlHlIIT r~~
DtrUno:NT: W••ter
1 II III IY Y__________________ ~,~,~y~._'~~r~.~r~T~o~I.~I~~r~'#~' )~__~,,·,~~~----.~~~·~,~s------~r~'~#'~6~----~rY~·~'7~--~.r••r k~.------ ---- _
I) Water Service
to' R if 1 e Range I
2 5000'1. 8" pipe
$ 735 I 000 $)50,000 $385,000 rroJ~ct IN conRtRtent
with lon~-term. economic
development ~onl~.
Site will then be served fo'
Inr~e-~c ••le lndu~trtnl
development.
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Section VII: Impact of the Regulatory Environment
A. Regulation ofWate, QIU1IIdty
The Water Resources Commission estimates the water budget for a particular
water basin. The water budget estimates the amount of water available in a water basin,
balanced against the amount of water used in that system. A public water supplier must
obtain a permit from the Massachusetts Water Resources Commission when the supplier
increases water withdrawal in their system by 100,000 gallons per day ("gpd") or more.
The Water Management Act of 1985 requires that a supplier also obtain a permit from the
Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection ("DEI"') when proposing such a
withdrawal increase. These requirement apply equally to systems seeking to increase
their capacity, or systems having existing capacity, but proposing to expand their use.
Most public water suppliers applied to the Water Resources Commission in the
late 1980's for initial permits to establish their allowable withdrawal levels. The permits
are based on the "water needs forecast- prepared by the Commission. The forecast now
permits the City of Springfield to withdraw 29.88 million gallons per day ("mgd") with a
very modest projected increase to 30.64 mgd by the year 1995. The allowable
withdrawal increase amounts to 746,000 gallons per day. This figure does not include the
water which Springfield withdraws from the reservoir system for sale to the communities
of Agawam, Longmeadow, East Longmeadow, West Springfield, Westfield, and
Southwick. Although Springfield will be permitted to withdraw 41.4 mgd to serve the
City and to sell wholesale to other communities, their reservoir system has a capacity to
safely yield 84.70 mgd. Thus, Springfield has a superabundant additional capacity of
43.30 mgd which the Commonwealth of Massachusetts does not presently permit the City
to withdraw. Springfield will have to apply to both the Water Resources Commission
and to DEP when the City proposes to increase its withdrawal by more than 100,000
gallons per day over the currently permitted 41.4 mgd.
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The introduction to this report describes the increasing prevalence of water supply
problems around the United States. As shortages become more acute in other regions and
cities, Springfield's capacity In provide 43.30 mgd of high quality water in a single
reservoir system provides a powerful economic development tool for the Pioneer Valley
and western Massachusetts. This resource has the capacity to attract the water intensive
industries which will eventually have to relocate to areas like the Pioneer Valley, which
have the most stable water supplies. However, the Water Resources Commission has the
jurisdiction to prohibit Springfield from using this water to attract economic
development
The Water Resource Commission and DEP permits for additional water
withdrawals over 100,000 gpd will have to include provision for the following
considerations:
1) Introduction or Enhancement of Supply Management Measures to insure
environmental protection;
2) Preparation of a Conservation Plan including:
a. measures to minimize loss from supply sources(s), or distribution network,
including leak detection and abatement of inflow and!infiltration;
b. True Cost Pricing which reflects both capital and maintenance costs related to
the supply sources and distribution system;
c. finance the system entirely from water rates and do not use general tax
revenues to subsidize the system;
d. a shift from flat rate pricing structures to "increasing block rates," where rates
increase with the amount of water used. The inverse rate structure, "decreasing block
rates," where rates decrease as the amount of water increase, is expressly prohibited
under
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M.G.L c. 40 § 39L. "Decreasing block rates" subsidize the largest water users;
"Increasing block rates" penalize the largest users, and discourage new economic
development
4) Water Use May Not Exceed Safe Yield Conditions
5) Preparation of Drought Contingency Plans (review and revision in process) The
original policy required systems to retain supply adequate to meet the demand under
conditions of a 100 year drought The worst drought in the last 100 years occurred in the
mid 1960's. That drought was considered extremely unusual, and perhaps unlikely to
recur in the next 100 years. Due to widespread objection from water suppliers, DEP is
revising this requirement so that drought plans would be based on a drought of the
magnitude which occurs once in 20 years, instead of a drought of the once in 100 year
magnitude. DEP will finalize this policy after they and the permitees develop a
successful stochastic model which accurately estimated conditions in a 20 year drought
The technical difficulty in developing such a model lies in that drought conditions usually
develop over a multi-year period while the model is based on annualized conditions.
DEP review under the Water Management Act considers three issues:
1) the potential hydrological impacts which may be associated with significant increases
in reservoir drawdowns. In examining safe yield, DEP must determine that drawdowns
will not decrease the flows of other streams, wetlands, and groundwater aquifers in the
water basin; 2) the needs of the community to increase the withdrawal; 3) alternatives
available to the community which diminish the need for the requested withdrawal;
B. Water Quality Regulation
Springfield's water is of extremely high quality. The visionary design of the
system set aside ample naturally vegetated areas to prevent pollution from entering the
water supply. Compared to many other public water supply systems. the Springfield
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system is relatively problem free. Figure 12 provides data showing water quality before
filtration.
Figure 12: Springfield Water Chemistry Measurements
pH
Specific Conductivity
8.8'
87.00~
20.00·
00.02
18.00
00.06
04.80
00.00
00.05
12.00
8.00
00.21
00.00
50.00
30.00
Alkalinity
Aluminum
Hardness
Copper
Calcium
Manganese
Total Iron
Cholorides
Sulfates
Nitrates
Nitrites
Total Suspended Solids
Filterable Solids
Each value represents the highest of four measurements recorded in each category
in October, 1992 prior to filtration and distribution.
• All of the following measurements in mgtl
There are only two areas where water quality could be improved. The 1986
amendment to the federal Safe Drinking Water Act ("SDWA It) tightened water quality
standards. The new standards will apply in 1993. Most of the new standards will not
require significant or costly modifications in Springfield's reservoir system. But. two
new SDWA standards could require significant capital outlays by the Springfield Water
Department
1) Trihalomethane (THMs) are hazardous chemicals formed from chlorine and the trace
amounts of organic compounds present in all surface water supplies. The chlorine is
added to the water to kill bacteria. Periodic testing for THM's has shown a few samples
to exceed the new THM standard. However, the present standard may be relaxed after
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further congressional review. The Water Department is testing several THM reduction
methods. including aeration and ozonation.
2) Lead and Copper: The amended Safe Drinking Water Act standard for lead is 15
parts per billion (ppb). The new standard also requires that compliance measurements be
taken from the first gallon which comes out of the pipe. Lead and copper originate in the
water system distribution system pipes. The first gallonusually is higher in these metals
than subsequent gallons which have had less e'~posulmtime to the system pipes.
Furthermore. 90% of first gallon samples must comply with the standard.
Springfield is decreasing pipe corrosion and subsequent release of lead and copper
by raising the pH of the water. making it less acidic. and by adding phosphate to the
water. Phosphate bonds with the lead and forms a coating on the pipes which inhibits the
release of lead from the pipes into the water. Springfield is conducting a five year study
to determine the optimum mix of treatment methods for lead and copper reduction.
C. COnclusWR
The City'S excellent stewardship of the water system is responsible for their
having such high quality water today. Protecting and maintaining the quality of the water
and the integrity of the water system requires the economic support which industry
provides. The abundant supply of high quality water can be a foundation for the
economic development which will protect the water system from degradation.
Regulatory requirements can inhibit the ability of Springfield to use its abundance
of high quality water to attract industry. and to make the necessary improvements to the
water system. The mission of the Water Resources Commission is to conserve water
supplies for the future. Water supply problems are more pressing in other water basins in
the Commonwealth than in the Westfield River Basin. The Commission should allow
Springfield to increase water withdrawals to serve new industrial users. Also, the
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Commission should not require Springfield to charge industrial users on an increasing
block rate structure instead of the current flat rate structure. This would discourage new
industrial development in Springfield. In Springfield's case, regulatory flexibility would
not compromise statewide water conservation goals. Compliance with the water quality
provisions. of the Safe Drinking Water Act will be more attainable with new industrial
development in Springfield. The advantages of Springfield's water system are a critical
component of its economic future.
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Section VIII: Recommendations
The City of Springfield is reaping the benefits of excellent long-range planning
for their water supply. But this asset requires ongoing capital improvements. Although
Springfield's economy is strengthened by the water system, the City must take steps to
maintain this competitive advantage. The recommendations presented here are based on
a set of possible future scenarios and their implications. .
Scenario #1:
Implication:
Recommendation:
Justification:
Scenario #2:
Implications:
Recommendation:
Regulations eliminate industrial discounts for heavy water
users.
Water rates increase dramatically: business climate adversely
affected. Water-intensive industries are enticed to move out of
Massachusetts; new industries are further deterred from locating
here.
Lobby to maintain industrial discounts.
Springfield, as a water-rich area, should argue strongly the public
interest of the City is at stake. Industrial discounts will ensure
that industries remain in the area and that water remains an
economic development tool.
Regulations imposed to make capital improvements.
Improvements are costly. The City and the water users will have
to pay to make the improvements, The water system will
maintain its high quality.
Finance large improvements with revenue bonds. This will
equalize the cost over time.
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Scenario #3:
Implication:
Recommendation:
Justification:
Scenario #4:
Implication:
Recommendation:
Justification:
Improvements will only help maintain the high quality of the
system. Bonding will hold rates in check. thus maintaining the
competitive water advantage.
Proposition 2 1/2 further constrains City budgets.
Water system deteriorates; Springfield loses its competitive
advantage.
Make water improvements a high priority of the City or create a
separate authority to actively improve and maintain water and
sewer as economic development tools.
Deferring capital improvements is impairing the growth of
Springfield's rival cities. Springfield's advantage could easily be
lost as well. Ether the City must make a commitment to the water
infrastructure or take steps to create a water authority. Such an
authority could finance such projects through revenue bonding and
its cash flow.
Failure to promote the water system.
Water is not considered by industrial site selectors. Springfield
fails to attract water-intensive industries.
Include the water factor as part of the city's overall economic
development strategy. Include water in the Greener Pastures
development campaign.
Springfield must initiate discussions on water so site selectors are
aware of the benefits of a superior water supply, both in the short
and long term.
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Springfield's water system is an economic development asset The system should
be handled accordingly. Care should be taken to maintain such an asset Poor planning in
a time of fiscal austerity will increase the infrastructure burden in future years. Sound
planning is a step toward industrial development supported by a strong infrastructure.
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Section IX: Summary
This report reveals that water quality and availability are largely taken for granted
by industries. Yet, around the nation and around the world drought conditions have made
water a critical resource. As aquifers subside and become polluted and contaminated
with salt water, water becomes a critical element, As prices of water rise, and industries
and residents see water as one more 'economic hardship, water is taken less for granted.
Although water alone does not serve as an economic development tool at this time,
industries like non-carbonated beverages that use water in their product already look for
a reliable, inexpensive. quality water source as a main site location factor.
The City of Springfield has a cultural. historical, geographical and physical basis
with which to attract economic development, The City can add to their list of key
location factors their water and sewer infrastructure. Springfield can take advantage of
this critical asset by maintaining and marketing the pristine, abundant. and efficient water
supply that exists. The recommendations in this report are the first step to using water as
part of the City of Springfield's economic incentive package.
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